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CHAPTER 4

Stigma and Disfigurement: Putting 
on a Brave Face?

This chapter will ask whether acquired (as opposed to congenital) facial 
disfigurement marked a person as stigmatized in medieval Europe, or 
whether “abnormal” faces were so commonplace—through disease, infec-
tion, birth defects, accidental and deliberate violence—that a disfigured 
person was effectively invisible. Jacques Le Goff certainly thought so, 
opining that medieval Europe teemed with the impaired, the blind, the 
sick and the mutilated.1 This may well be true, although the visibility of 
such groups is undoubtedly exaggerated by their appearance in hagio-
graphic texts: medieval Europe was teeming with would-be saints as well, 
and the most common context for extended descriptions of people with 
disabilities is in accounts of miraculous alleviation of their condition. More 
will be said on “cures” to the face in Chapter 7. This chapter, however, 
largely bypasses the hagiography to explore examples of different types of 
disfigurement reported in chronicles and legal material, considering not 
only the nature of the disfigurement, but also the nature and context of the 
report itself. Do the writers stigmatize their subjects simply through draw-
ing attention to them, and do they make clear how contemporaries viewed 
those subjects? Did ubiquity of visible difference in fact mute its potential 
to cause surprise, shock or disgust? The chapter will ask whether responses 
to facial disfigurement were conditioned by class or circumstances, and 
will present some case studies supporting my contention that facial impair-
ment, whether accompanied or not by side effects such as brain injury or 
loss of senses, was treated differently from maiming of limbs or disease of 



the body, in that very little could be done either to mitigate its effects or 
disguise its appearance.

The notion of “stigma” of course immediately brings to mind the dis-
tinction made in the social sciences between in-groups and out-groups in 
any given society.2 Medieval historians have long found it useful to con-
sider the work of social scientists, particularly in the fields of anthropol-
ogy and sociology, to provide insights into less well-documented societies 
and groups of the early Middle Ages.3 Such studies, however, have only 
recently begun to focus on the margins of medieval society, exploring the 
socially-excluded, the poor, dissidents and criminality.4 I have already sug-
gested that it is difficult to posit disfigured people as a recognizable group 
in medieval society: certainly they were not conceptualized as such. They 
therefore seem to have escaped the fate of other groups, highlighted in 
studies following the seminal work of Bob Moore, but adapting, as well as 
adopting, his notion of a “persecuting society,”5 such as the blind, lepers, 
the poor, Jews or even women, all of whom were and still are discussed 
with little sense of differentiation or recognition that individuals within 
these groups might be experiencing their perceived “difficulties” in differ-
ent ways. This is a point made by Edward Wheatley in his ground-breaking 
study of visually impaired people in medieval Europe: visual impairment 
not being understood as a range of abilities, the partially-sighted, in par-
ticular, faced a dilemma as to whether to reveal their ability to see a little, 
and thus be accused of faking their “blindness.”6 Wheatley’s work is highly 
relevant to the history of disfigurement, given that a significant number of 
the visually impaired may have been deliberately blinded, rather than lack-
ing or losing their sight through natural causes. Those who lost their eyes, 
in particular, would have looked rather different to those whose blinding 
was through non-invasive methods.

Medieval sources, as we have seen, had no stable term to describe dis-
figurement, nor were those so afflicted identified as a group. “The disfig-
ured,” linguistically at least, do not exist. That is not to say that acquired 
disfigurement affected only individuals—group disfigurement of defeated 
enemies is often reported. Thietmar of Merseberg’s early eleventh-century 
history, for example, refers to the shaving and flogging of six men.7 Reports 
of such group mutilation seem to increase sharply from the thirteenth 
century onwards. Some of the most notorious examples are clustered in 
accounts of the Albigensian crusade, in which both sides were condemned 
or excused by chroniclers for tit-for-tat acts of cruelty. In 1210 a local 
lord, Gerard de Pepieux, abandoned the crusade and mutilated two of 
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its knights whom he had captured at Puisserguier by blinding them and 
cutting off their ears, noses, and upper lips, then sent them back to Simon 
de Montfort. Later, in retaliation, de Montfort blinded over a hundred 
defenders of Bram and cut off their noses, leaving one man with a single 
eye to lead the rest to Cabaret, another fortress resisting the Crusade. 
The Canso de la Crozada reports another, similar attack by Count Ramon 
Roger of Foix against a group of German and Frisian crusaders. In 1228, 
Roger of Wendover reports, Count Raymond of Toulouse captured and 
mutilated some 2000 French prisoners and sent them back to their homes 
“shamefully mutilated, a deformed spectacle to their own people.”8 The 
strong message running through these and earlier sources relating to 
the wounded faces of warriors, or the legal codes discussed in Chapter 3 
 dealing with personal injury, is that disfigurement inflicted on another was 
unsightly or shameful—turpis—and invited ridicule. The sheer impact of 
a whole group of mutilated bodies in the thirteenth-century cases ensured 
they were recorded. With the apparent exception of Old Norse society, 
facial scarring (and, for that matter, congenital deformity) was not seen as 
a sign of prowess, but instead was read more often as a sign of defeat and 
disgrace.9

Yet the picture we have is made more complex by medieval reflections 
on the relationship between bodily imperfection and the health of the 
soul, and the prioritizing of the latter. Writing in the early eleventh cen-
tury, Thietmar commented:

In me, however, you will see a tiny little man whose jaw and left side of the 
face are deformed by an ulcer which erupted there and continues to swell. 
The nose, broken in childhood, gives me a laughable appearance. Of all that 
I would regret nothing, if only my inner character were bright.10

Whilst Thietmar’s self-reflection about his appearance is a rarity, the sen-
timent it expresses is commonplace in medieval texts. A century after 
Thietmar, Abbot Guibert of Nogent (d.1125) echoed a similar sentiment 
about physical appearance: “If their internal models are beautiful and 
good, those who manifest their image, especially if they do not depart 
from their measure, are beautiful, and hence they are good.”11 We shall 
return to the subject of beauty presently.

Medieval authors in fact had a highly sophisticated sense of the differ-
ence between the material and the figurative, illustrated most frequently 
by the differentiation between literal and spiritual sight and blindness. 
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The  tenth-century Old English version of the Deeds of Andrew and Matthew 
among the Cannibals, for example, reports that when his eyes were gouged 
out with a sword, Matthew prayed to God for inner light.12 Guibert com-
ments that those who elected him to the abbacy of Nogent were “blind 
or short-sighted,” asking, “what would they have said if they had seen my 
inner self?”13 In his account of the martyrdom of the missionary Bruno in 
1009, Bruno’s companion Wipert recounts how, despite accepting baptism, 
the Russian king “Nethimer” ordered the execution of Bruno and four of 
his chaplains. Wipert, the only survivor, then reports matter-of- factly: “he 
had my eyes taken out [meos oculos eruere fecit].” From that time, he says, 
he had wandered as a pilgrim of God through many provinces, invoking 
the aid of the saints to help the Christians, and asking the charitable help 
of all Christians for the defense of his life and the remedy of their sins.14 
Wipert hints at the material reality of his situation, but nevertheless sees in 
his peregrinations the opportunity for others to acquire spiritual rewards 
by helping him. Such distinctions, despite being didactic in nature, caution 
against uncritically applying modern assumptions about the misfortune of 
disfigurement to the medieval cases under review.

So the disfigured were perhaps not a conventionally identified “out- 
group” linguistically. But there are different degrees of difference/strange-
ness, both figurative and literal. Wipert was permanently impaired, but 
Thietmar’s disfigurement placed him on the relatively mild end of the 
spectrum. Broken noses must have been a common occurrence, after all. 
More importantly, the major cause of disfigurement to his face, the fistula 
or ulcer, was a natural phenomenon rather than being inflicted by a third 
party. But his protest—indeed the fact he raises the issue of his appearance 
at all—does suggest the potential for others to respond negatively to his 
facial deformities, and as the number of examples drawn from his text sug-
gests, Thietmar may have had a specific interest in physical difference that 
has not hitherto attracted much attention from historians.

Disfigured faces were “read” and commented on in medieval texts, 
it seems, only if their visual impact was obvious and immediate. A late 
example, but fulfilling a similar didactic function, comes in the thirteenth- 
century chronicle of Salimbene. Describing a certain brother Aldevrandus, 
he says “He had a deformed head in the shape of a helmet of the ancients, 
with copious hair on his forehead.” Although he suffered laughter from 
the brothers when his turn came to start the antiphon (so all eyes would 
have been on him?), Aldevrandus’s case is used by Salimbene to  highlight 
the lessons of Christ’s humility before his persecutors.15 We might note 
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here the appearance of excessive hair as one element in Aldevrandus’s 
“strange” appearance: Miller comments that this is often the focus for 
feelings of disgust in modern studies.16

Modern studies of facial disfigurement and facial perception focus on 
the psychological impact on the self and others of “normal” and disrupted 
appearance. This “first impression” might—or might not—be reinforced 
by other body language such as speech or gestures, and could be severely 
disrupted by facial difference. But as sociologists of stigma have pointed 
out, damaged physical appearance is not only a key factor in shaping the 
perception of others, but also reinforces the behavior of the stigmatized 
individual in that s/he may withdraw more and more from potentially 
“embarrassing” situations.17 Was a disfigured person a stranger to them-
selves, abject in the Kristevan sense that “the skin, a fragile container, no 
longer guaranteed the integrity of one’s ‘own and clean self ’ but ... gave 
way before the dejection of its contents?”18 Aldevrandus, in Salimbene’s 
report, was certainly “disturbed and made to blush” by the ridicule of 
the other brothers.19 Did acquired disfigurement throw up issues of rec-
ognition and social exclusion among family or community, especially if 
the damage had occurred away from home, for instance in warfare? And 
might it lead to a need for physical relocation—spatially “outside” the 
community—if the disfigurement were read in the wrong way?

Sociologists have extensively explored the concept of stigma since the 
pioneering work of Erving Goffman in 1963. Goffman’s work has also 
constituted a useful point of reference for medieval historians, although the 
editors of a volume on stigma published in 1986 commented on histori-
ans’ rather belated adoption of the concept as an interpretative filter.20 His 
model of difference, relegating the person to a tainted, discounted mem-
ber of the community,21 however, has not been without its critics. Colin 
Barnes suggests that applying stigma theory to the physically-impaired, 
and viewing their impairment as a personal tragedy, not only denies the 
impaired their own voices, but also “over-emphasizes subjective physi-
ological and cognitive limitations through the professionally-determined 
authenticity of those determinations.”22 The modern advent of profes-
sional care and segregation of the impaired, in other words, has increased 
and reinforced dependency and isolation. Barnes contrasts this situation 
with the Middle Ages and early modern periods when the impaired may 
have been viewed as “abnormal in the purely statistical sense of belong-
ing to a minority group,” but were not separated from the mainstream.23 
The disfigured, of course, might or might not fall into the category of the 
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“abnormal.” As Sally Crawford and Christina Lee have observed in their 
discussion of health and sickness, such categories are highly fluid: “it is 
only when normal health becomes ‘abnormal’ that it becomes unhealthy, 
when people move from the normative—in behavior, appearance or emo-
tional or physical well-being—to the boundaries.”24 Yet the concept of 
stigma can be useful for drilling down into medieval texts that did not, 
for the most part, explicitly consider the wider implications of a damaged 
face. A useful study by social psychologist Edward Jones and his colleagues 
offered “six dimensions of stigma:” concealability; course; disruptiveness; 
aesthetics; origin and peril.25 How useful are these in understanding the 
medieval experience of damaged appearance?

ConCealability: Can the Stigma be hidden?
According to sociologist Shlomo Shoham, visible difference automatically 
stigmatizes and sets the individual outside the group, as “these individuals 
and the groups are manifestly different. Their apartness is inherent in their 
physical attributes.”26 All modern commentators agree that the solution 
to stigma is to learn to “pass,” to conceal or disguise the physical differ-
ence sufficiently so as not to be noticed.27 In the Middle Ages, the pos-
sibilities for concealing facial disfigurement were limited: women, more 
than men, might be able to cover their heads and faces and look relatively 
“normal,” since a married woman, in particular, was expected to cover 
her hair (and lawcodes often include penalties for dishonoring women by 
removing or touching their scarves and hair, as we have already seen).28 A 
striking depiction of head and face covering on a woman is incorporated 
in the Becket windows at Canterbury cathedral: here the mother of the 
leprous boy is, somewhat ironically, all wrapped up, presumably to prevent 
contagion, whilst his disease is indicated with a few generic dots on the 
face and not concealed at all. Whether male lepers went about with their 
heads and faces partly covered or not is hard to judge: the few and late 
depictions we have clearly show them concealing themselves.29 But having 
an extensive head wrapping might, in fact, have become an indicator of 
leprosy: for men the choice of headgear was perhaps more highly charged.

A visible scar, on the other hand, might also have functioned as a 
memory device, recalling the circumstances in which it was acquired. For 
example the Flemish count William, involved in a violent confrontation at 
Avesnes (c.1147), received a sword wound on the head, whilst climbing 
down a ladder from the church tower which left him scarred for life.30 
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The almost contemporary Gerald of Wales develops this idea further, uti-
lizing a scar acquired in battle as a device to discuss legitimacy: the knight 
Erchembald, he reports, bore exactly the same scar at his birth as his father 
had acquired in battle when nicked on the top lip by a spear, thereby sav-
ing his mother from suspicion of adultery.31

Three cases of missing ears demonstrate that the visibility of, and level 
of stigma attached to, a mutilated person could very much vary with 
the circumstances in which the mutilation had been suffered. The sixth- 
century history of Bishop Gregory of Tours provides the first example, a 
character assassination of Count Leudast of Tours, whom he portrays as 
the son of a slave. Sent to work in the royal kitchens as a child, Leudast 
ran away, and was punished by having one of his ears slit. “As there was 
no possibility of concealing this mark on his body,” the young Leudast 
fled to Queen Marcovefa, who took pity on him and gave him a job in 
her stables. From here on, Gregory relates, Leudast essentially worked his 
way up to his comital position, and was appointed as a punishment to the 
people of Tours for their immense sins.32 It is easy to dismiss Gregory’s 
jaundiced view of the count as nothing more than a series of rhetorical 
flourishes—assigning low birth to a prominent figure was, throughout 
this period, a well-known tool for attacking them.33 But clearly Leudast’s 
ear was “wrong,” and by drawing attention to it Gregory was able to 
construct the image of a man without much honor, in his eyes. Similar 
processes are at work in a case reported by the ninth-century Byzantine 
chronicler Theophanes. He reproduces a story relating to the fifth-century 
patrician Illos, whose right ear was cut off in an assassination attempt:

When he was cured of the wound, he used to wear a cap. He asked the 
emperor to send him to the East so that he could enjoy a change of air 
because he was weak from the wound.34

This story is told as a prelude to a later rebellion—from the very eastern 
provinces to which Illos had retired—by the same man. It seems pretty 
clear that Illos is being set up by Theophanes as in some way dishonored 
by his wound (possibly by the circumstances in which it was acquired—he 
clearly was not popular), hinting that his withdrawal was not for health 
reasons but to render his lack of ear, which he also tried to hide with a 
cap, even less visible. Examining Byzantine iconography, it is in fact quite 
difficult to find evidence of male headgear except in the case of imperial 
crowns and head-dresses, so in highlighting the cap Theophanes may well 
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have been drawing further attention to Illos’s misfortune and status as 
“outside” the norms of the court once he withdrew.

Contrast these cases, in which the missing or damaged ear functioned 
as a negative element, with Thietmar of Merseberg’s account of Bishop 
Michael of Regensburg (d. 972). He comments that Michael had lost 
an ear in battle, but “his mutilation was not to his shame but more to 
his honor.”35 The bishop’s lack of an ear would have been apparent, but 
since he had acquired the injury in battle against the pagan Hungarians, 
the possible shame inherent in the injury was countered by the heroic way 
in which it had been acquired. In fact, Irina Metzler makes the important 
point that if a mutilation occurred after a priest had entered holy orders, 
he was permitted to maintain his position. Hence, Thietmar took the time 
to tell Michael’s story.36 For Leudast, Illos and Michael the visible injury 
was the same, but the stigma attached to it by those reporting the cases 
differed greatly, according to the back-story of its acquisition. (And the 
story mattered: Theophanes features an earlier, mutilated priest in the fig-
ure of Maximus, who became patriarch of Jerusalem in the early fourth 
century despite his lack of one eye. Theophanes attributes this to Maximus 
having “endured many tortures (πολλάς βασάνους υποστας), implying that 
he had been caught up in the last great persecutions of Christians before 
toleration was decreed by Constantine, and thus, like Michael, could be 
presented as a hero for his faith.)37 Was Thietmar in fact inclined to be 
more sympathetic to those who, like him, looked different? Or was his 
account shaped purely by his terms of reference, in this case the need to 
defend a deformed bishop from the accusation that his loss of an ear com-
promised his suitability to serve as a priest (and, by extension, reinforce his 
own legitimacy as a bishop despite his deformity)?

There is another dimension to the loss of ears, since the most famous 
case, which all of our protagonists would have been well aware of, was the 
attack by Simon Peter on Malchus, servant of the high priest, as Christ was 
arrested in the Garden of Gethsemane (John, 18:10). The Biblical account 
does not say whether this is whom Simon Peter was aiming at, but he 
succeeded in cutting off Malchus’s ear with his sword. John’s account 
shows Christ rebuking Peter for his action, and later artists would use this 
scene to show him miraculously re-attaching the missing ear. Either way, 
the episode with Malchus is adopted by medieval authors such as Orderic 
Vitalis to express violence, significantly in defense of the pope in 1106.38

Of course, what links all these cases is the fact that most of the men con-
cerned were all expected to be highly visible in public—whether attending 
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court as elite men (Illos at the imperial court, for example), or officiating 
in public offices (Patriarch Maximus, Bishops Michael and Thietmar). In 
early Irish laws, the Bretha Déin Chécht took account of the long-term 
effects of disfigurement when it awarded the victim one cumal (the price 
of a slave-girl) for every occasion on which he had to attend the public 
assembly with his visible scars.39 The issue of visibility recurs in many other 
early lawcodes, including the Welsh laws of Hywel Dda as transmitted in 
the Book of Blegywryd.40 As we have already explored in Chapter 2, the 
requirement to live a life in public, particularly for men of high status, 
meant that their appearance mattered.

CourSe: Could the Stigmatizing Condition 
be Changed over time?

There are two aspects to the question of change over time: the possibil-
ity of changing one’s physical appearance, and the possibility of changing 
the meaning of, and response to, the disfigurement. For medieval people, 
facial disfigurement was not easy to remedy or improve. The loss of ears, 
for instance, was permanent, and probably brought with it some auditory 
impairment as well. In the case of wounds acquired in warfare, however, 
the care received at the time might radically affect how bad the subsequent 
disfigurement might be: the work of Piers Mitchell has demonstrated that 
care on the battlefield, or immediately afterwards, was available to crusad-
ers in the Holy Land.41 Depending on time and place, therefore, there was 
a slight possibility of modifying, if not totally changing, the disfiguring 
condition.

Medieval case studies of such care are still very rare, but the potential 
difference it could make to subsequent appearance has been startlingly 
illustrated by an example drawn from antiquity: the reconstruction of 
King Philip of Macedon’s face (based on his archaeological remains) by 
John Prag and Richard Neave and their team at Manchester. Philip had 
been hit diagonally across his face by an arrow shot from above, shatter-
ing his eye socket and depriving him of an eye. The reconstruction team, 
aided by make-up artists from the local television station, was able to pro-
duce a highly realistic wax effigy, complete with the devastating wound. 
However, just as this model was being completed it was learnt that Philip, 
as reported in Pliny’s Natural History, had in fact received care from 
one of the most skilled surgeons of his era (the late fourth century BC), 
Kritoboulos, and so the team also reconstructed the face to reflect the 
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possibility of this intervention. In place of a raw, open chasm in his face 
there is a neat line indicating suturing, complete with closed eye socket. 
These full-color “before” and “after” images, however, were thought too 
disturbing to go on display, and a bronze rendition was eventually made 
for Manchester Museum.42

Whilst Philip’s may be a special case, it is important not to assume that 
wounded medieval warriors lacked any kind of care. Arrow wounds were 
ubiquitous, reflecting the fact that the face was the most vulnerable part of 
a warrior’s body.43 An illustration from Peter of Eboli’s Liber ad Honorem 
Augusti, produced at the end of the twelfth century, suggests that imme-
diate care was sometimes available. Depicting in one scene Count Richard 
of Acerra’s face being horizontally pierced by an arrow at the siege of 
Naples (1191), the narrative then continues with another illustration 
depicting Richard being attended to by a man labeled “medicus” and two 
female assistants.44 We know that Richard survived his wound (only to be 
executed for treachery some years afterwards): the detailed pictures sug-
gest that the arrow hit Richard’s cheeks, narrowly missing his jawbone, 
but he must nevertheless have had two major scars on his face thereafter. 
Arrow wounds to the head and face, in fact, are one of the most common 
disfiguring (but often also fatal) injuries reported by chroniclers.45

The only evidence we have of potential change in the form of a facial 
prosthesis in the early Middle Ages, however, is the highly-suspect west-
ern account by the ninth-century author Agnellus of Ravenna of the 
Byzantine Emperor Justinian II’s golden nose and ears.46 The basic prob-
lem with Agnellus’s account, besides its geographical and chronological 
distance from the events it describes, is that it is our only evidence for 
the prosthetic nose and ears. Byzantine sources in the east report the 
mutilation, but the idea of a golden nose may well derive from Agnellus’s 
proximity to the richly decorated mosaic portrayals of Justinian’s earlier 
namesake still extant at Ravenna. A recent report of a gold solidus of 
Justinian II, on which both the emperor’s and Christ’s faces have been 
disfigured by a blow to the nose, opens the intriguing possibility that the 
power of images was understood and in this case used to undermine the 
emperor further.47

For most, however, a facial disfigurement was unlikely to improve, and 
would become worse with age as the facial muscles lost their tension. As 
Irina Metzler has rightly highlighted, referring to acquired impairment, 
the stage in a person’s life when disfigurement occurred, as well as its 
severity, could also have a greater or lesser effect on their future.48
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diSruptiveneSS: doeS the Stigmatizing Condition 
diSturb SoCial interaCtionS?

Here, the circumstances in which the disfigurement had been acquired 
had direct implications. Medieval life was played out far more publicly 
and communally than life today. The study of medieval fama, the com-
mon knowledge within a community spread by gossip and rumor, has 
revealed how important gaining and maintaining a reputation could be.49 
We have also already seen how quickly news of misfortune could spread, as 
illustrated by Thietmar’s account of the pirate attacks of 994 and capture 
of hostages.50 If a person had a terrible accident or disease that left them 
scarred, the knowledge of that event would spread and then remain in the 
memory of her/his family, friends and neighbors, and whilst the victim 
remained in the locality, that knowledge might have formed a protection 
of sorts.51 The recorded use of nicknames indicating disability or facial 
difference, whilst apparently highlighting a person’s misfortune, might 
actually indicate that they were still accepted as part of the community.52 
Conversely, mutilation inflicted as a penalty, or suffering mutilation at 
the hands of the enemy in a military defeat, would also be remembered, 
and whether the victim’s social interactions continued in the same vein 
as before would depend very much upon the opinion of the community 
regarding their crime or the damage to their honor inflicted by defeat.53 
This was contingent upon the circumstances in which the disfigure-
ment was acquired, and a further distinction affecting the reception of 
the injury might have been whether it was accidental or deliberate. Our 
sources, however, are almost entirely concerned with the latter, and in 
some cases the disfigurement (or threat of disfigurement) follows on from 
illegitimate acts, that is, the person has already jeopardized their commu-
nal ties by their behavior, whether treasonous, criminal or adulterous. We 
have already met, and will continue to meet, guilty men and women who 
were disfigured and either paraded as a lesson to others or shut away and 
deprived of their normal social interactions. Here, the disfigurement sim-
ply marks that person out, and links the stigma to the assumed deviance 
of the person concerned.

Even rare cases of reports of “accidental” facial injury turn out to be 
loaded with significance for future social interactions. An apparently trivial 
aside in the Anglo-Saxon “Fonthill Letter” turns out to be anything but. 
The subject of the letter, dated between 899 and 924, is Helmstan, whose 
repeated thefts of property caused confiscations of land to which he does 
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not appear to have had full title. The author of the letter is essentially 
defending his own right to the estates at issue. In passing, however, the 
writer recounts that Helmstan had stolen some oxen and driven them 
to Cricklade where he was apprehended by a man who recognized the 
cattle. “When he fled, a bramble scratched him in the face and when he 
wished to deny it, that was brought as evidence against him [my empha-
sis].”54 Without suggesting that Helmstan was seriously or permanently 
disfigured by the bramble scratches, they were clearly sufficiently visible 
and serious to function as proof of his flight; moreover, in marking him 
out as a thief they had generated a memory of his actions that was now 
being rehearsed again and committed to writing even after his face had—
presumably—healed up. Helmstan may or may not have been scarred or 
disfigured by the theft, but his reputation surely was.

As a thief, Helmstan was fortunate to escape further physical punish-
ment. Other crimes, such as treason, attracted more severe penalties: the 
would-be assassins of King Childebert II of Francia, as we have seen, were 
deprived of their ears and noses then “let out as a subject of ridicule,” 
according to Gregory of Tours.55 Wheatley comments that blinded crim-
inals “would have been shunned as long as they remained in  locations 
where their criminal past was known.”56 This brings to mind the comment 
of sociologists Mark Stafford and Richard Scott, who point out that the 
process of stigma depends very much on the “power weight” of the per-
son stigmatizing:57 these mutilations—and their permanent, exclusionary 
effect on the victims’ lives—were legitimized by the fact that they were 
inflicted by royal or religious authorities. As we have seen in Chapter 3, 
however, such acts could only be justified, in our authors’ accounts, in 
very specific circumstances. Inflicting such injuries without the authority 
to do so was a sign of another type of social disruption.

aeSthetiCS: iS the Condition viewed aS repellent 
or ugly?

This question raises interesting issues as to what was considered beauti-
ful or ugly in the early Middle Ages. As Umberto Eco has pointed out, 
beauty can be contemplated dispassionately, the perfection of form being 
appreciated but not necessarily desired. Ugliness, by contrast, frequently 
evokes an emotive response, and this might be one of disgust, if the ugli-
ness was caused by a severe disfigurement. We have already met William 
Ian Miller’s framing of the disgust response, but the notion of “disgust” 
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is still also employed in modern studies of disfigurement perception.58 
Given that early medieval artists were not concerned to produce a  faithful 
depiction of facial features (as will be explored in Chapter 6), we are reli-
ant on medieval authors describing beauty for us, rather than visual evi-
dence. Texts were no less generic, of course, but they do reveal for us 
something of the ideals of physical appearance. Anna Komnena, for exam-
ple, reflects on the Norman leader Robert Guiscard’s ruddy complexion, 
fair hair and broad shoulders, further noting that “In a well-built man, 
one looks for breadth here and slimness there; in him all was admirably 
well- proportioned and elegant.”59 Anna also provides a description of her 
mother as a young woman: “her body absolutely symmetrical...her face... 
slightly oval in shape. There were rose blossoms in her cheeks...Her light 
blue eyes were both gay and stern... For the most part her lips were closed 
and when thus silent she resembled a veritable statue of Beauty, a breath-
ing monument of Harmony.”60 In Anna, proportion and symmetry are at 
the heart of her ideals, reflecting her classical education, and as we have 
seen, symmetry lies at the heart of human cognitive processing of faces.61 
Abbot Guibert of Nogent (d. 1121) also presents us with an idealized 
portrait of his own mother’s beauty, but uses it to reflect on moral qual-
ity: however fleeting physical beauty might be, he opines, it symbolizes 
goodness. Yet it could only fulfill that function when allied with chastity, 
as in his mother’s case.

The destruction of beauty, then, could be read as a sign of moral fail-
ure—Guibert suggests that “a blemished exterior is rightly a matter for 
sorrow.”62 As we have seen, several sets of laws threatened women (and 
some men, in the Byzantine laws) who committed sexual misdemeanors 
such as adultery, prostitution or pimping, with the loss or mutilation of 
their noses.63 Mutilation prevailed in the laws of mid-thirteenth-century 
Cyprus, themselves based on earlier provisions in the Kingdom of Jerusalem 
(and not only for sexual transgression), but in the absence of earlier evi-
dence it is unclear whether such penalties arrived with the crusaders.64 
Furthermore, just as the laws threatened mutilation after the sexual acts 
(and implied in doing so that the offenders would be rendered repellent 
to future sexual partners), so hagiographers presented self- disfigurement 
as an effective deterrent (for female saints, at least) to unwanted sexual 
attention. Thus the ninth-century abbess Ebba of Coldingham and her 
nuns are famously reported as self-mutilating in order to avoid rape by 
Viking attackers in England.65 The self-humiliation that such a mutilation 
would cause was taken up by hagiographers of the twelfth and thirteenth 
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centuries, who revived this early medieval motif in the vitae of three holy 
women, Oda of Brabant (d. 1158), who succeeded in cutting her nose; St 
Margaret of Hungary (d. 1270), who threatened to do so in order to avoid 
unwanted marriage, but also as a deterrent to the invading Mongols—an 
echo of the earlier example of fear of rape by pagans—and St Margaret of 
Cortona (d.1297), whose regret at her earlier life of promiscuity included 
a plea to be allowed to destroy her (notably) beautiful face, a request 
turned down by her confessor.66 What is striking here is the fact that whilst 
the holy women all wanted to self-mutilate, only one (Oda) succeeded, 
and she was never in fact canonized, suggesting at least some ambivalence 
regarding her “heroic” gesture. In essence, by taking matters into her 
own hands she stigmatized herself in the eyes of a Church that valued and 
promoted obedience and abhorred the shedding of blood.67

Extreme examples of ugliness in fictional works can also offer further 
insight into ideals of good looks. Salimbene’s tale of brother Aldevrandus, 
mentioned earlier, simply repeats tropes found in other tales of hirsute 
people, such as those in early Irish myths. These often combine disfigure-
ment with other conditions to describe unfortunate individuals, but their 
descriptions seem to verge on the non-human in their bestial qualities: 
“if his snout were thrown against a branch it would stick there... if her 
snout were thrown against a branch, the branch would support it, while 
her lower lip extended to her knee.”68 The fantasy of facial change is also 
embedded in stories such as Marie de France’s Bisclavret: the treacher-
ous wife, deprived of her nose by her angry, werewolf husband, subse-
quently gives birth to similarly disfigured, noseless daughters, a permanent 
reminder of her betrayal.69 Guibert of Nogent, too, equates ugliness with 
evil in his portrayal of Thiégaud, servant of Enguerrand of Coucy, respon-
sible for collecting bridge tolls. Abusing this position, Thiégaud would rob 
and even murder travellers: “the unrestrained wickedness of his heart,” 
Guibert comments, “was displayed in his hideous face.”70

origin: Can the Stigmatizing Condition be blamed 
on the perSon himSelf or herSelf?

This element of the discussion engages with one of the enduring ten-
sions surrounding medieval disease and impairment, whether it was attrib-
utable to some flaw of character or behavior in the person her/himself 
(thus interpreted as a punishment of sorts), or whether external forces 
working through the body’s humors resulted in the condition. Acquired 
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 disfigurement falls between these two stools, in that it was usually the 
work of a third party rather than God, yet could sometimes be attributed 
to the behavior of the person disfigured (Bisclavret’s wife’s daughters car-
ried the sign of their mother’s transgression, for example.) Helmstan’s 
guilt, as we have seen, was writ large in the bramble scratches on his face. 
As Sander Gilman comments, sight has the power to create a moral indict-
ment.71 The framework of assigning blame for disfigurement has of course 
a particularly rich applicability for analyzing medieval texts, since many of 
the stories considered so far were clearly included to impart moral lessons 
to the reader. In some instances, the same incident was recorded by differ-
ent authors, such as the pirate attacks in Thietmar and Adam of Bremen, 
but opinions might vary as to what the reader was supposed to conclude 
from the inclusion of such stories.

A case in point is the tale of Young Charles, the son of the Carolingian 
Emperor Charles the Bald, severely wounded in the face with a sword 
during a bout of play-fighting. The Annals of St Bertin record for the year 
864:

Young Charles … while he only meant to enjoy some horseplay with other 
young men of his own age … by the work of the devil was struck in the head 
with a sword by a youth named Albuin. The blow penetrated almost as far as 
the brain, reaching from his left temple to his right cheekbone and jaw…72

Here, the major injury Charles received was presented as accidental—there 
was no hint in the source that his assailant intended to injure him (and 
thus no reference in the annals to compensation by, or punishment of, 
Albuin being demanded). Following from this, secondly, Charles appears 
not to have been dishonored by his injury—in fact, he continued in the 
honorable position as sub-king of Aquitaine for the two remaining years 
of his life. The annals do report, however, that he suffered epileptic fits 
thereafter, and it is doubtful whether he escaped other impairments given 
the severity of the injury.73 Yet the chroniclers disagreed on the circum-
stances of the injury: whilst the St Bertin annals present it as accidental and 
remain silent on the issue of honor, Ado of Vienne (d. 870) reports that 
Charles was “molestatus et dehonestatus” by his injury.74 Moreover, Regino 
of Prum (d. 915) tells a rather different story of the incident, saying that 
Charles provoked Albuin’s attack “out of the levity of youth” and that 
his assailant struck him on the head with his sword, leaving him half-dead 
with a “deformed face [vultu deformatus].”75 For Regino, therefore, the 
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disfigurement was Charles’s own fault, a condition that his irresponsible 
behavior had brought upon himself.

Thietmar also recounts an example hinting at moral opprobrium: 
his nephew Henry’s blinding of a soldier. As we have seen, the soldier is 
described as “distinguished but over proud (egregium set nimis superbum).” 
Moreover, Henry is also described as having suffered (unspecified) injuries 
which, as we now know, might have consisted of either physical or ver-
bal abuse. Despite the fact that Henry was exiled for his extreme response, 
Thietmar is careful to point out that he and the king were soon reconciled. 
It is hard to avoid the conclusion that he is doing everything he can to sug-
gest to the reader that, in some way, the unnamed soldier was partly respon-
sible for his own fate through his pride and his provocation, and Henry’s 
guilt is further ameliorated by Thietmar’s addition that his exile ended and 
he was eventually reconciled with the king.76 A detail in Peter of Eboli’s 
account of Richard of Acerra also hints that the count’s non-fatal but mark-
ing arrow injury was his own fault, for climbing up to the walls of Naples he 
“makes a mockery of men whose skill lay in the bow” below and gets his just 
reward: “The arrow flashed as it shot through the middle of his cheek.”77

peril: doeS the Stigma repreSent danger to other 
individualS or the Community?

Facial deformity might be taken as a signal of disease, specifically referring to 
leprosy, but the isolation of lepers does not appear to have been as straight-
forwardly stigmatizing as might be assumed. Disfigurement, arguably, did 
not in and of itself represent peril to the community, but if the message 
of mutilated noses and ears was of criminality and deviance, then a person 
might find himself or herself treated as a threat. Still more worrying would 
be the arrival of the disfigured stranger in a town or village community, but 
their unfamiliarity, rather than their facial difference, would mark them out 
straightaway.78 It is hard, therefore, to see facial disfigurement as an actual 
sign of “peril” in medieval society. Moreover, on occasion facial modifica-
tion is presented as an (ill-conceived) attempt at self-protection: Theophanes 
reports the story of a group of Turks, captured and sent to Constantinople 
in 588/9, who had “the symbol of the cross tattooed [literally ‘embroidered’ 
in black (τον τύπoν του σταυρού δια μέλανος κεντητου]” on their foreheads. 
When asked why they had this sign, they responded that they had been 
advised by Christians to get the tattoos to protect themselves from plague.79

Yet, discussions of stigma often include the notion of taboo: the stig-
matized individual carrying with them so much ill fortune that their fate 
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can have wider repercussions. One specific society, early Ireland, seems to 
have had a much stronger sense of the potential threat posed by a dam-
aged face, especially if it was the face of a leader. Fergus Kelly points out 
that the lóg n’enech or honor price in Irish laws (a concept mirrored in 
most early medieval lawcodes—wergild in England and on the continent, 
sarhaed and wynebwerth in Wales—to express the status of the person and 
the compensation to be paid in the event of injuring or killing them) had 
the literal meaning of the “price of her/his face.” An Irish king’s body, 
however, needed to be perfect—any mutilation or injury was a taboo or 
geis, requiring his removal from power and threatening the well-being of 
the community if he stayed. Kelly cites the case of Congal Cáech, ruler of 
Ulster and Tara, who was blinded in one eye by a bee sting and who was 
thus “put from the kingship of Tara” (though not Ulster, which he ruled 
until 637—such is the fluidity of taboos).80

meSSageS in a marked faCe

It has proven a useful exercise to combine six modern categories of stigma 
with the evidence of medieval texts, but this rather skirts round the original 
question as to whether the medieval disfigured were stigmatized in their 
communities. So let us return to one of those categories, disruptiveness, 
and expand a little more on whether disfigurement damaged or broke an 
individual’s ties with her or his community. A well-known law of King 
Cnut seems to suggest, in fact, that disfigurement might be the expression 
of social marginalization. In clause 30 of his secular laws it is stated:

 30. And if any man is so regarded with suspicion by the hundred and so 
frequently accused, and three men together then accuse him, there is 
then to be nothing for it but that he is to go to the three-fold ordeal...

 30.3b And if he is then convicted, on the first occasion he is to pay two-fold 
compensation...

 30.4 And on the second occasion there is to be no other compensation...but 
that his hands, or feet, or both, in proportion to the deed, are to be cut off.

 30.5 And if, however, he has committed still further crimes, his eyes are to be 
put out and his nose and ears and upper lip cut off, or his scalp removed, 
whichever of these is then decreed by those with whom the decision rests; 
thus one can punish and at the same time preserve the soul [my emphasis].81

Now whilst this series of increasingly severe penalties relies upon seri-
ous recidivism to reach the stage of selective or wholesale disfigure-
ment (slaves, it might be noted, were branded on their first offence), 
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 nevertheless the path toward becoming disfigured starts here with the 
man being “regarded with suspicion.”82 So again we see reputation as 
a key element—and disfigurement as the sign that there had been a 
real social breakdown. Although the king was keen to “preserve the 
soul,” death might well have been preferable to the punishment meted 
out here.

Another key question is how to quantify disfigured people: were 
maimed and damaged faces so commonplace as to resist stigmatization? In 
fact, reports of disfigurement in narrative sources, whilst surprisingly fre-
quent, seem to counter Le Goff’s view, emphasizing more often than not 
the exceptionality, and often the illegitimacy of facial mutilation. They also 
share a generic language to express this. In many examples, in fact, extend-
ing from the reports of Gregory of Tours to Orderic Vitalis’s portrayals of 
Robert of Bellême and William Talvas,83 to the chronicles of thirteenth- 
century conflicts, facial disfigurement functions as an act of retaliation or 
extreme anger (furor), and is used to indict the lack of control (demens, 
literally madness) or cruelty on the part of the person mutilating.84 A clas-
sic example is Amatus of Montecassino’s extended description of Prince 
Gisulf II of Salerno’s cruelty to his Amalfitan hostages in the eleventh 
century: “Besides being deprived of a limb, or sometimes half a limb, they 
lost an eye, a hand or a foot. If someone could not ransom himself, they 
would gouge out both his eyes.”85 Slightly later, Emperor Frederick II’s 
treatment of Genoese archers, “manu et oculo mutilati” after his capture 
of Milan in 1245, would just be another atrocity of war, had not the report 
by Bartholomew Scriba also included the detail that the mutilated men 
received a pension when they returned to their home city.86 This under-
lines the contingency of mutilation and disfigurement: to Frederick, the 
Genoese were traitors, but to their co-citizens (and Bartholomew) they 
were heroes, worthy of economic support now that they were deprived of 
their livelihood. As in so many cases, however, this report is exceptional: it 
does not permit us to claim that all war-wounded men were treated with 
such sympathy and practical help.

Taken together with the numerous and extraordinarily detailed clauses 
in almost every early medieval lawcode condemning injuries to head, 
face and body parts (see Chapter 3 and Appendix 2), such reports cau-
tion against the assumption that a person with a disfiguring injury would 
automatically be stigmatized, still less evoke disgust in the viewer. It does 
seem, however, that individuals with acquired disfigurements had to have 
a special story in order to be recorded in narrative and other sources—the 
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account of Helmstan’s scratched face is a case in point. Whether these 
exceptional cases prove Le Goff’s point about the ubiquity of disfigure-
ment and disease among the larger population is a moot point. It is also 
worth noting that those whose stories were recorded in the chronicle evi-
dence cited in this chapter were exclusively drawn from the social elite. 
Arguably, these men (I will revisit the women in Chapter 5, when the 
gendering of disfigurement will be explored in greater detail) were secure 
enough in their status to be able to override any doubts about the facial 
damage they suffered or were willing to suffer. We cannot discount the 
possibility that the writing- up of their cases was itself a carefully managed 
operation—it is striking that later accounts of Young Charles’s injury, for 
example, take a progressively less sympathetic line.87

At the same time, the strong sense that the earthly body was less 
important than inner cleanliness, expressed by Thietmar, seems to have 
given license to reporters to explore facial disfigurement in more imagi-
native ways. Such a case is the extended treatment, in Orderic Vitalis’s 
Ecclesiastical History, of Walchelin the priest’s vision of the walking 
dead, including being attacked and dragged along the ground by an 
evil knight with burning hands. Fifteen  years later, he recounted his 
tale to Orderic, who believed his informant on the basis that “I saw the 
scar on his face caused by the touch of the terrible knight.”88 Clearly 
Walchelin had a visibly-scarred face, possibly from a rather more mun-
dane accident with fire, but his story, it seems, was designed to deflect 
the attention of viewers, providing a supernatural explanation worthy 
of recording and gaining him belated attention. If Walchelin was able 
to turn his scar into something positive, it is striking too that whilst 
political maiming, as seen in the case of Justinian II, was intended to 
disbar him from rule, he was able to overcome his stigmatizing con-
dition through sheer determination and the acquisition of allies from 
outside the court (if not, more’s the pity, through sporting a matching 
set of gold nose and ears).

Returning then to the questions with which this chapter opened, it 
does not appear that early medieval authors automatically wrote stigma 
into their accounts of people with disfigurements. Class does seem to have 
been a major factor both in the generation of records and in how they 
were viewed. The damaged faces of the elite might provoke questions, and 
on occasion were attributed negatively to the fault of the disfigured per-
son. The early medieval laws attributed more compensation to the well- 
born victim of disfigurement than the peasant or the unfree,  recognizing 
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that shame—or, to use the sources’ own term, ridicule—might result from 
attending public events with a mutilated face. Much more frequently, 
 however, disfigurement as a result of interpersonal violence indicted the 
perpetrator in the narrative texts, rather than the victim: if disgust was pres-
ent as a response to the victim, it is not manifested in the written accounts, 
and this absence is telling. And whilst there might have been a clear, bibli-
cal framework for assessing the parameters of acceptable violence, there is 
no clear or uniform scheme framing reports of disfigurement. An excep-
tion to this statement may have been a heightened awareness, among 
clerical writers, of the Levitical disbarring of priests with deformities, but 
this does not, as a rule, seem to have prevented such men from serving 
the Church, if Thietmar’s text or Orderic’s story of Walchelin are any 
indication. Indeed, it is possible to suggest, in light of several of the stories 
discussed in this and the previous chapter, that the Christian values under-
pinning most of our authors’ accounts provided space for those with dis-
figurements, albeit space conditioned by pity for the victim’s condition, or 
the opportunity to draw moral lessons from that condition or the behavior 
of the person who had inflicted their terrible injuries. Pope Leo’s shin-
ing scar, discussed above, bore witness to the miracle of his sight being 
returned to him, Wipert turned the adversity of his blinding to a triumph 
of patient humility and a tool for others’ salvation, and Walchelin won an 
ally in Orderic by presenting his burns in the entirely orthodox language 
of a vision. Unfortunately, Thietmar does not elaborate on why Duke 
Henry of Bavaria ordered the blinding of the archbishop of Salzburg and 
the castration of the patriarch of Aquileia (note again the contiguity of the 
two mutilations), simply branding this act “impious,” but his resultant 
land grab for his vassals provides us with a clue.89

Disfigurement in and of itself was not sufficient to generate a written 
record, however, nor did it alone generate social marginalization. The Irish 
evidence highlights the other main issue raised at the start of the chapter: 
whether geographical region conditioned written or recorded responses 
to disfigured people. It does appear there was some distinction between 
different parts of Europe. It has been suggested that Old Norse society 
valued, rather than abhorred, the battle-scarred face; Celtic societies, on 
the other hand, seem to have had a heightened sensitivity to facial differ-
ence, and linked honor linguistically to the face and nose, as evidenced by 
Welsh and Irish laws, and myths from the latter region. Between these two 
poles lay the vast majority of cases, whose presentation and interpretation 
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in written narratives was heavily contingent upon the circumstances of the 
acquisition of the disfigurement, and do not offer a universalizing, stigma-
tized view of disfigured people.
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